
A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs 
Chapter 9:1-18: The House of Wisdom 
 
Verses 1-18: Building up life is like building a house: Proverbs chapter 9 is a conclusion to 
chapters 1-8. As in previous chapters, female imagery is used  for both Wisdom and Folly. 
Chapter explains what each has to offer; wisdom leads to life and Folly drives one to a death 
trap! Consider wisdom’s instructions and conform life to her counsel. Wisdom’s understanding 
and knowledge are tools to build life. Just as God built the cosmos through wisdom, humans are 
invited to build life with wisdom’s insights. This passage speaks of seven pillars of wisdom’s 
house; seven is symbolic of perfection, indicating wholeness of wisdom. Several interpretations 
are given for seven pillars of wisdom: it is thought of as seven gifts of the Holy Spirit;  Jewish 
Talmud explains this as wisdom assisting God to create the world in six days and God resting on 
the seventh day [Sabbath]; others consider seven pillars as seven planets, seven books of the 
Law or first seven chapters of Proverbs. 
 
House of wisdom is house of instruction: Wisdom invites all to her house for a banquet, to 
feast on her choicest dishes to enrich life. Meat and wine symbolism is used for wisdom’s rich 
food and Folly’s banquet is mere bread and water, not nutritious, not enriching! Eating and 
drinking at the house of wisdom is to rejoice in wisdom, sharing a fellowship with wisdom. It is 
formation of one’s mind and building character. Building character is to equip one with justice, 
diligence and avoidance of temptations of Folly. Wisdom is always associated with righteous 
living. Folly tries to tear down wisdom’s house; its force is vice imagining and violence. Wisdom 
doesn’t impose herself on others; she invites all to her banquet! Folly intrudes into wisdom’s 
house uninvited and deceives the mind. The banquet of both wisdom and folly shows the 
complexity of human discerning what is right, decision making and choices one makes in life. It 
emphasizes on the importance of educating the youth in wisdom of the sages for wellbeing, 
stability in life, the way to harmony and peace. 
 
The scoffer wreaks havoc: The cosmos is wisdom’s house, however the scoffer who loves Folly 
unsettles the order [wisdom] God sets in motion in the universe. The scoffer is the arrogant and 
violent! He/she abuses the one who tries to have a rational conversation [verse 8: ‘do not 
reprove a scoffer, or he/she will hate you; reprove a wise man and he/she will love you’]. The 
righteous person listens to the counsel of the sages and increases knowledge and fortifies life 
against folly’s advances. Scoffers [foolish] live a shadowy, unreal existence, like living in Sheol 
[place of the dead], on the other hand the life of a lover of wisdom is rooted in truth and 
reality. Wisdom’s banquet represents the Eucharist, bread and wine becoming flesh and blood 
of Christ; Eucharist is feasting on Christ the wisdom of God and dwelling in the house of God. 
Lover of wisdom longs to live in the ‘house of the Lord’ [wisdom’s house]; Psalm 23:6.  
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